Energy Hedge Biweekly Newsletter

Description: Energy Hedge, a new biweekly Energy Analytical Newsletter has been launched, providing the latest up to the minute energy hedge news and industry leading perspectives. Energy Hedge provides continuing coverage of the emerging energy and environmental hedge fund world.

Countries covered include:

- US
- Canada
- Mexico
- EU
- Japan
- China
- India
- Middle East
- Australia

Some of the companies mentioned include:

- BP
- Shell
- NYMEX
- IPE
- Morgan Stanley
- Goldman Sachs
- Soros
- Ospraie
- Ritchie Capital
- Barclays
- Bank of America
- JP Morgan Chase
- ABN-Amro
- DB

Contents: Sample Table of Contents from Energy Hedge

Volume 1, Number 3 - 1st July 2005

- Why Oil Has Turned into a Proxy or Economic Output Reflected in Equity Markets
- NYMEX Develops ETF with Philadelphia Exchange
- Energy Briefs
- GAIM 2005, Lausanne, Switzerland
- Vasey's Vista
- BP World Outlook
- Fusaro's Focus
- Commodity Corner
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